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north america cup

Brown has dynamic duo in $1,000,000 Final
By Jay Bergman

North America Cup field

It’s not every day that a single trainer qualifies two horses for the C$1,000,000 Pepsi North
America Cup. It is even more remote a possibility when that trainer has only started two
prior horses in any North America Cup. But
such is the case for Brian Brown, who not only
started two horses in last week’s eliminations
but saw them both come away victorious.
With the big money riding, Brown is not
about to rest on his laurels. That’s probably because no trainer wants to go into the
biggest race without covering all bases. It’s
also because for Brown neither horse had an
uneventful trip.
Downbytheseaside, considered the better
of Brown’s two sophomores heading into the
eliminations, remained perfect with a victory,
but neither Brown nor driver David Miller
were happy after the race.
“It seemed like he was waiting on horses in
the stretch,” said Brown.
Downbytheseaside picks up a new driver this
week in Brian Sears, with Miller opting for
elimination winner Fear The Dragon instead.
“We’ve got equipment on him to keep him
quiet,” said Brown. “But now it appears as if
he’s too quiet.”
The trainer considered multiple equipment
changes but then decided he would leave Sears
in charge of the situation. “If David were driving the horse I might change a few things,”
said Brown, “but I asked Brian and he said
to leave him the way he is and that he would
wake him up if necessary.”
As for Fear The Dragon, there were more
than a few anxious moments in the final
yards of last week’s elimination race. “At first
I didn’t know what happened and I thought
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HORSE
Ocean Colony
Downbytheseaside
Huntsville
Fear The Dragon
Sports Column
Classic Pro
Ozone Blue Chip
Filibuster Hanover
Western Hill
Miso Fast
Some Attitude

DRIVER
Yannick Gingras
Brian Sears
Tim Tetrick
David Miller
Chris Christoforou
Trevor Henry
Brett Miller
Louis Roy
Doug McNair
Matt Kakaley
Tim Tetrick

ODDS
10-1
3-1
8-5
2-1
25-1
20-1
25-1
15-1
20-1
20-1
25-1

he might have hurt himself,” said Brown of
the mid-stretch incident that saw Fear The
Dragon jump over something and nearly go
down. “He’s never done that before in training
or anywhere else, so I was concerned.”
Brown inevitablly found out that it was a
misplaced head number that had gotten loose
early in the race which Fear The Dragon saw
and attempted to leap over. Still, moments
after Fear The Dragon crossed the finish wire
apparently on stride, the “inquiry” sign was
posted.
“There’s a lot of things that can happen in
a race and you would always like the horse
to decide the outcome,” said Brown, who
conceded he was concerned with how the
inquiry may work out before the official sign
was posted.
With the ability to select post positions,
Downbytheseaside opted for post two while
Fear The Dragon will start from post four
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Fear The Dragon, Downbytheseaside & Huntsville head NA Cup
CONTINUED from page 1

in the Cup, race 12 of 15 on the Saturday
Mohawk stakes extravaganza.
The Brown trainees will surround Huntsville, the most impressive of the three elimination winners. His connections had second
choice in the picking order and selected
number three.
Fear The Dragon and Downbytheseaside
are both undefeated as sophomores and
Brown hasn’t seen enough this year to
suggest which is the better of the two.
“Last year when they were training down
I always thought that Downbytheseaside was
the better of the two,” said Brown. “This year
Fear The Dragon came back a month earlier
and the two have never trained together so I
really can’t say.”
Needless to say, while Brown likes his positions in the Cup he is far from overconfident.
“There are a lot of quality horses in the field
and you never know when they mix it up how
things will shake out,” said Brown. “I have to

think that Sports Column (post 5) and Classic
Pro (post 6) may want to get involved in the
early stages. And Ocean Colony is a pretty
nice horse and he drew along the pylons.”
Of the three favorites, only Fear The
Dragon and Huntsville have raced against
each other this year, with Fear The Dragon
surprising Huntsville in a 1:49 1/5 mile at The
Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono on May 21.
“I would have to say that Fear The Dragon
was really sharp that night,” said Brown of
the decisive victory over Huntsville on that
evening.
As for last week’s mile, Brown suggested
that Fear The Dragon appeared on his way
to a 1:49 and small change mile before being
grabbed up.
With the top horses now going against each
other a much faster race could develop. The
34th North America Cup has all the elements
of a great race; top horses, top drivers and
most definitely some of the sport’s training
elite. Clearly Brian Brown’s name is among
them no matter how this race plays out.

Mohawk $100,000 Pick 4 Analysis
Saturday’s late pick four at Mohawk
features a $100,000 guaranteed pool and
includes three major stakes races. Garnet
Barnsdale provides his race-by-race
analysis and a ticket followed by Derick
Giwner’s pick four play and best plays on
the card.

Race 9 - Fan Hanover Final
(5) TEQUILA MONDAY was patiently
driven last week and only used late in
the mile to pass the dueling leaders.
She comes into this race perfectly and
she should be tough. (3) SHES WATCHING was the only one to take on the
leader last week and her third and final
quarter efforts took a toll eventually
as she was in an all-out sprint for more
than a quarter. She could surprise here
with a better trip. (4) IDYLLIC BEACH
is unbeaten this year, goes for Gingras
and Takter and is impossible to leave off
the ticket.

Race 10 - Goodtimes Final
(1) SHAKE IT OFF LINDY couldn’t shake
loose last week when full of trot in the
lane or he might have given the big favorite a stretch challenge. I am expecting a
much more aggressive steer here; call to
upset. (4) ENTERPRISE is clearly the one
to beat, but he will be heavily backed and
singled on some tickets. I am not of the
opinion that he is a lock, so I will use him
while hoping to beat him. (2) INTERNATIONAL MONI trotted up a storm to win
his elimination and now he gets a better
post. I have to use him.

Race 11 - Roses Are Red Final
I am going to go out on a bit of a limb here
and single (4) LADY SHADOW with the
expectation that Gingras is likely to try to
impose his will and take her gate to wire.
Notice she took her life’s mark of 1:48 1/5
in this race here last year and she was
never headed. There are at least a couple
of others that could take this race, but
I want to spread a bit in the next leg, so
here is where I land on a single.

Race 12 - North America Cup Final
(3) HUNTSVILLE, (4) FEAR THE DRAGON and (2) DOWNBYTHESEASIDE – the
three elimination winners – face off in
what could turn out to be one of the best
North America Cups ever. All three have
license to win and trip and pace could
be the deciding factor. Because I singled
Lady Shadow in Race 11, I don’t need to
split hairs here. I will use all three and
for the sake of having a bomb in case
there is a late pace meltdown, I am going
to toss in (8) FILIBUSTER HANOVER,
who gets leading driver Roy for trainer
Ron Burke.

Barnsdale’s $1 Pick 4 Ticket:
3,4,5 / 1,2,4 / 4 / 2,3,4,8 = $36
Giwner’s $1 Pick 4 Ticket:
3,4,5,9 / 1,4 / 3,4 / 3,4 = $32
Giwner Best Bet: Stealth Bomber
Giwner Spot Play: Fear The Dragon

Mohawk stakes selctions from our team on page 9

Trainer Brian Brown.

New Image Media

Elimination Trip Notes
1-OCEAN COLONY made the front passing the opening eighth, yielded to Fear The
Dragon and was out-kicked while all out.
2-DOWNBYTHESEASIDE
followed
cover just past the quarter, lost that escort at
the half, felt some taps of the whip to clear the
front and won under a drive.
3-HUNTSVILLE brushed to the front
past the quarter and never had an anxious
moment while only feeling some light taps of
the whip along the way.
4-FEAR THE DRAGON left well into third,
brushed to the front approaching the half,
shrugged off light final turn pressure and was
cruising home when he jumped a head-number
and lost stride. Driver David Miller quickly
settled him down before the wire for the win,
but he lost about three lengths in the process.
5-SPORTS COLUMN flashed good speed,
yielded into the pocket and ultimately into
the three-hole. He had to wait for stretch
clearance as the pocket-sitter gapped and
finished mildly while all out.
6-CLASSIC PRO left well but quickly
yielded to the pocket which became a threehole. He angled out at three quarters and
gained mildly under a mild drive.
7-OZONE BLUE CHIP flashed speed but
had to take back into third. He was sent to
the rim from fourth at the half and could not
mount a serious charge but held reasonably
well while all out.
8-FILIBUSTER HANOVER was out just
past the half, caught tiring cover at three
quarters and swung wide to finish with a hint
of pace while all out.
9-WESTERN HILL picked up cover just
past the half, swung wide by three quarters
and gained willingly while closing a bit.
10-MISO FAST was fourth over behind
lackluster cover, swung wide at three quarters and was steady late under heavy urging
to pass a tired foe and nail down fourth.

A Yonkers meet on the grounds of Belmont Park is possible

Photo from Google Earth

Plans would call for the Belmont Park training track (right) to be extended to 1-1/4 miles and include an inner one-mile standardbred
track. A grandstand, lighting, parking and access roads would need to be added.

By Derick Giwner
Could Yonkers Raceway become the
harness racing capital of North America?
With some of the best horses and many of
the top drivers in the sport, is it really that
farfetched an idea?
If Standardbred Owners Association of
New York President Joe Faraldo gets his way,
that dream could become reality via a site
location move to a one-mile oval.
For years rumors have swirled throughout
New York of harness racing at Aqueduct since
the larger track would allow for bigger fields
and a style of racing that is more enticing to
bettors. Once Aqueduct became the location
of Resorts World Casino, that possibility was
quickly erased, but a new idea seems to have
gained some traction.
The concept would be to extend the current
one-mile training track at Belmont Park to
be a 1-1/4 mile track for Thoroughbreds to
train on with a mile-long harness track in
the center. The new location would then host
Yonkers racing from Belmont Park.
I’m hoping that as soon as the current
legislative session is over we can get everyone in a room to discuss it,” said Faraldo,
who even spoke with the Governor Andrew

Cuomo’s office about it and has yet to receive
any negative feedback from any party. “I
think [Governor Cuomo] would embrace it.”
In theory, according to Faraldo, the plan
makes sense for almost all parties. Empire
City Casino (Yonkers Raceway) would
gain access to the land where the track is
currently located and the backstretch barn
area to develop further ahead of a potential full-blown casino possibility in 2021.
Genting New York, which operates Resorts
World Casino at Aqueduct, would be allowed
to purchase the land from the government
and winterize Belmont Park for year-round
racing. That would free them up to also
prepare for an even larger casino destination
at the Aqueduct location in Queens.
Of course plenty has to happen for a yearly
Yonkers meet to occur at Belmont Park. In
addition to changes in the track configuration, access roads have to be built, parking
has to be addressed, a grandstand needs to
be constructed, a lighting system needs to be
created, and certainly many other issues will
come up.
“To make anything happen track operators
have to see the benefit of it and I think with
this they get what they want,” said Faraldo.
“I do think it has a chance (of happening) and

I’m serious about getting it done.”
The benefits to contesting a Yonkers meet
over a mile track are numerous. First and
foremost, larger tracks (one mile and seveneighths) produce handle figures which
dwarfs that of half-mile and five-eighth
facilities. With quality racing over a mile
track, Yonkers could almost immediately
give handle leader The Meadowlands a run
for its money. Even Meadowlands operator
Jeff Gural has said on multiple occasions
that if Yonkers built a larger oval and he
was unable to get casino legislation passed
for his track, it would severely hurt his business.
Faraldo also believes that being able to
contest races with more horses would greatly
appeal to the overseas simulcasting market
which Yonkers has been catering to in recent
years. In addition, a new racing surface
should help lure horses from Europe for
major events like the International Trot.
While you won’t be heading to Belmont
Park in the next year to watch Harness
Racing, Faraldo hoped that maybe he could
make some headway on the concept in the
next two years, which means that perhaps by
2020 Elmont, New York will be the center of
the Standardbred racing world.

Creating a new bet for the casual player
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
Walking through Northfield Park’s Rocksino the other day, I could easily understand
the mindless attraction of the slots, err, video
lottery terminals. All those bells, lights and
noises, and the ability to gamble with no
skill or knowledge, or time “wasted” handicapping. No complaints about poor drives,
bad posts or drugs. How can we bring those
people and that excitement to harness racing?
The excitement part is easy. Throw some
of those machines into the racetrack proper,
facing out to the track. Program them to
show video of the horses warming up, parading and racing (in other words, similar to
Instant Racing, but with the real thing). And
then let those folks bet on horses, with all the
bells and whistles of the slot machine, with
a brand new war that has never been tried
before, to my knowledge. It’s called the Blind
Pick and it would be a $5 wager. More about
the details in a minute.
Racing has tried many innovative wagers
to increase handle. Some have worked, some
haven’t. But it seems like the ones that have
been successful (Longer Pick-x races, carryovers, seeded-pool wagers, guaranteed minimums, etc.) still appealed more to the serious
horseplayer than to the casual fan.
Wagers that were dumbed down, for
instance the over/under wager or the oddeven wager, failed not because they were too
simple but because of their low payoff, less
than even money. The Blind Pick (and yes, I
know that is a horrible name. We will work
on it when we institute it) pays much better.
How does it work?
This wager is a totally separate, non-parimutuel pool. Let’s assume a 10-horse field,
but it works with any number of horses, the
caveat being that the payoff is higher with a
larger field. You place your $5 (or any multiple) wager. The slot machine or video lottery
terminal randomly generates a number from
1 to 10. That number shines in lights on your
terminal and designates your horse. You
can continue to play your other game on the
machine, until the race goes to post. With a
pre-determined signal, just before they hit
the start, your slot machine now carries
the feed of the race. As your horse improves
position, you get bells and lights, if he starts
to fade, the machine stays quiet (that crazycartoon losing slide-whistle sound just sends
the wrong message). If your horse wins, you
win. But how much?
This is the best part of the Blind Pick. The
odds are based on the size of the field and
since the numbers are generated randomly,
the payoff can be pre-set. The wager has a 15%
takeout. It should be 10%, but racetrack operators, horsemen and state regulators all want
their piece, so 85% of the pool is returned on

winning bets. So your $5 wager pays $42.50!!
It doesn’t matter if your horse went off at 1-5,
1-1-, 10-1 or 20-1. It pays $42.50 every time.
And that is over 7-1. If it is a nine-horse field it
pays $38.25. Eight-horse field, it pays $34. It’s
stupid, it’s easy, I am embarrassed I came up
with the idea, and it is just what we need to
grab some of those slot players.
On another topic, I am a ‘Buckeye’ guy and
I support ‘Buckeye’ guys. And as a result,
nobody in the country (except maybe Amy
Hollar, who claims to be somehow related to
him) is happier to see the success Brian Brown
is having these days. Not only has he always
been a hell of a trainer, he has a great sense
of humor. Several years back, when he heard
there was a late driver change in a county fair
stake from Josh Kash to me, he bemoaned
that he would now have to scratch. Lastly, he
is just a helluva nice guy. His success is not by
accident, nor is it a one-off, as we witnessed in
the North America Cup eliminations. Browntrainee Downbytheseaside, the top horse in
our sport’s poll, won his elimination at 1-9
with ‘Buckeye’ David Miller in the bike. He
remains undefeated this year and he gets
my pick to defeat Huntsville in what has the
makings of a great race this weekend.
But Brown also trains third elim winner
Fear The Dragon, also driven by Dave
Miller. He is now five-for-five this year, and
could prove me totally wrong Saturday night
IF everyone’s head number stays clipped on.
Fear The Dragon won despite making a break
in stride when he appeared to be cruising to
victory. The cause of that break?
“If you watch leaving the gate, Yannick’s
horse (Ocean Colony) lost his head number
as he was crossing over,” said Miller. “I didn’t
even think of it. My horse stepped over it.” It
turns out it may have been the two horse, but
you get the idea.
It was an anxious moment for Brown,
Miller and owner Emerald Highlands Farm,
the nom de course of longtime Ohio breeder
Bruce Trogdon, and anyone watching live or
via simulcast.
And frankly, it was inexcusable. Do we
even need head numbers in this day and age?
We have saddle pads and video. I don’t know a
single announcer, charter or judge who identifies a horse by the head number. If we must
have head numbers, let’s come up with a foolproof method of securing them. We have the
technology. But we don’t need them. They are
an anachronism in our sport, a throwback to
the days of breasts collar and leather hopples.
Many tracks have done away with them. The
Meadows did away with them years ago and
it appears Harrah’s Philadelphia does not use
them. I am also pretty sure they are not used
at Harrington or Dover, although I could be
wrong.
Hopefully in the coming months everybody drops them, and not on the racetrack,
but into a muck bucket at the back of a tack
room, never to be seen again. That’s it for this
month. Stakes season is heating up, so now
go cash. Hopefully on my favorite ‘Buckeye’
trainer, Brian Brown.

Enterprise early fave
in $251K Goodtimes
By Jay Bergman
When trainer Marcus Melander talks
about his undefeated sophomore Enterprise he always says “how strong” the
horse is. The son of Chapter Seven will
test his power again on Saturday night
in the final of the C$251,000 Goodtimes at
Mohawk.
After capturing his Goodtimes elimination this past Friday in 1:53 1/5, Melander
was pleased and relieved.
“You always worry a bit going into a race
with an unbeaten colt,” said Melander. “It
was unfortunate what happened to Tim
(listed driver, Tetrick) but I wasn’t worried
with David (Miller) picking up the drive.”
Tetrick failed in his attempt to make
it to Canada due to a passport issue and
missed all of his drives that night. Catchdriver Miller was reminded that Enterprise can be a bit grabby before the race
and confidently handled the colt to a very
easy victory.
“I’m very happy with the horse. He’s
been getting better with each start,” said
Melander. “My aim is for him to keep
getting better and have him at his best for
the Hambletonian.”
With only five starts, four in 2017, Enterprise hasn’t had that many difficult trips.
He’s either cut the pace or sat the pocket in
every race this year, but his trainer isn’t
overly concerned with the trip.
“I think he’ll be able to race anyway he
has to,” said Melander. “Nobody’s thrown
a 26-second quarter at him yet but I think
he could handle it.”
Enterprise will start from post four
outside of the Antonacci-trained uncoupled entry of Shake It Off Lindy and International Moni. The latter, a son of Moni
Maker from the French-bred Love You,
made an impressive last-to-first move in
the stretch to capture the other elimination heat in 1:54. Unlike Enterprise, International Moni was winning for just the
second time in his career after going 1-for12 as a juvenile. Driver Scott Zeron will
guide International Moni from post two.
In 2016 Seven And Seven was one of
the better freshmen in Ontario, making
a statement with a victory in the William
Wellwood Memorial over this track last
September. The son of Chapter Seven,
trained by Tom Durand, finished fourth
in just his first start as a 3-year-old last
week and figures to be somewhat tighter
for Saturday’s final. Seven And Seven
adds up to post six for the Goodtimes.
Jake, a well-bred son of Muscle Hill,
landed post three in the final, race 10 on
the card, for trainer Luc Blais. The colt
was a solid third in his elimination heat
finishing behind International Moni. Last
November Jake was third in the Valley
Victory final conducted at Woodbine.

Marketing Harness Racing: Where do we go from here?
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
I read with interest in last week’s Harness
Racing Update as driver Yannick Gingras
spoke from the heart on many harness racing
issues. One of the major themes centered on
the need for a nationwide marketing plan to
promote our industry.
The driver felt that a percentage of money
should be taken out of every purse at tracks
across the country and pooled together to
hire a marketing firm that could lead the
industry in the proper direction to appeal to
the public.
Rather than beat around the bush, we took
the question to those with the power in the
casino-fueled states of New York and Pennsylvania. Both Sam Beegle, President of the
Pennsylvania Harness Horsemen Association, and Joe Faraldo, equally titled at the
head of the Standardbred Owners Association of New York, read what Gingras had to
say and neither was opposed to the concept
in theory.
Did they think their horsemen had an
obligation to support harness racing on a
national scale?
“Sure I do,” said Faraldo, “but unless
everyone can come together on a plan that
works, it doesn’t make sense. It is a complicated problem.”
“We want to do what’s good for everyone,”
said Beegle. “I know [Yannick] is frustrated

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

The last time I checked, Harness Racing
was a sports competition, right? There are
winners and there are losers. Purses are
distributed depending on where you finish in
a race, mostly because, ya know, WINNING
MATTERS! So why don’t we have a bigger
reward and punishment system based solely
on stats?
Sometimes, I’m told a trainer or driver is
great, only to look at their stats and compared
to their direct competition, they’re awful.
When casual fans browse through a program
and want to root for the best drivers and
trainers, often others with lower rankings
are more prominent on the race card.
What does that say to the customers?
Why not try something bold?
Let’s create a simple A/B System. Tracks
are labeled either A or B based on purse structure, then drivers and trainers are given a

and I am too, but in Pennsylvania anything
we do on a greater scale outside the state has
to be shown to our commission. I spoke to
Yannick and he understands.”
Beegle explained that there is $2.5 million
set aside for marketing racing in Pennsylvania but there are restrictions. It would
be a bit of a fine line on how to use money
earmarked for Pennsylvania on a national
basis. “Our law says we can market racing in
Pennsylvania and only lets us use the money
for certain things. We could potentially
pursue a national program and say that our
money will cover the Pennsylvania portion,
but we can’t market races in New York and
New Jersey.”
While he sees the importance of marketing, Faraldo was reluctant to commit money
without an equal share coming from the
track. “I say to Yonkers Raceway and everyone else out there, if you put up $50, I’ll put up
$50. If you put up $100, I’ll put up $100. If you
put up $10,000, I’ll put up $10,000. You put up
half and I’ll put up half,” said Faraldo.
Never one to hide his feelings, Faraldo was
also concerned that using purse money from
the horsemen for a national marketing effort
could be wasting it without management
along for the ride.
“Marketing won’t help without a cooperative management,” said Faraldo. “Doug
Warren, he used to be the head of the SOA of
NY, would tell me that if you can’t give the
customer a good experience then don’t waste
your time marketing bad soup.
“My only intent is for the sport not to die.
There are people on a lot of fronts who don’t
care if it dies and want it to die, and in some
cases the racetrack owners are the biggest

enemy,” said Faraldo.
So, if everyone agrees that marketing is
good but Pennsylvania can’t contribute to a
national campaign and the SOA of NY is hesitant for multiple reasons, how do we move
forward as an industry like other major
sports leagues have done?
Logically the answer is we don’t. These
same topics have been discussed for years
with little to no movement and the trend
seems likely to continue.
Perhaps Meadowlands General Manager
Jason Settlemoir, who has been fighting for
a national marketing campaign for nearly
a decade, has the best solution. “I think we
need to get everyone inside of a board room
and not come out until we come together on
a plan.”
I wonder, would that work?
Lock the President of every horseman’s
association, the head of every racetrack,
and each state’s racing commissioner in a
room with no windows and no escape route.
No one leaves until we have a viable unified
plan for the future of Harness Racing. How
long would it take? Hours? Days? Months?
Years? Would all the men walk out years
later with beards as long as the guys on
Duck Dynasty?
Better yet, maybe it could be next year’s
episode of Big Brother? We confine them all
in a house and the group keeps voting someone out until only one person remains. The
sole survivor (to borrow another reality show
term) gets to make the decision on the best
way to proceed for the entire sport.
That seems like must-see TV.
At least we’ll have a unified direction.

Perform at a high level or you get booted
similar ranking based on their performance.
For the sake of this example, if you have
over .270 UDRS/UTRS, you’re classified as
an A driver/trainer, and under that you’re
a B. Why is this important? Let’s say you’re
the 7th best driver at a Class A track, with
an average of .260. You’re in danger of being
demoted and you don’t want that because
you cleared $150,000 for that season racing
at A tracks. Maybe those last few weeks of
each meet that driver will actually take more
chances in a race, trying to raise their average to the acceptable level. The result is more
exciting racing as drivers and trainers can’t
sit back and be ok with settling for smaller
checks.
There are 90 drivers and at least 150 trainers by my count over the .270 threshold, and
there are maybe only eight ‘A’ tracks based
on purses—Hoosier, Pocono, Yonkers, Woodbine/Mohawk, Meadows, Philly, Scioto/
Miami Valley/Dayton, and Meadowlands.
If you split the horsemen up, 11-12 drivers
each, maybe owners will switch to new better
trainers and force the other trainers to actually learn how to train. This isn’t a welfare

sport and we shouldn’t be content with trainers having .220 averages at the top tracks.
Imagine how exciting racing would be as
trainers and drivers are actually COMPETING each season to either keep their A ranking or get promoted to the A level! Right now,
you can make a decent salary just finishing
fifth at a Class A track, and there is no danger
of horsemen losing that opportunity. If that
were taken away for an entire season, drivers
and trainers would run the risk of losing a lot
of money.
This system isn’t perfect. You would need
more data to come up with the proper thresholds. But it rewards success and not complacency.
I want winners and I want drivers and
trainers who want to win. I also want these
drivers and trainers to constantly prove that
they’re the best and be challenged by new
driver/trainer combinations at every track.
Every year in other sports, drafts and free
agency mix up the rosters of teams. So let’s
mix up harness racing and watch how everyone competes under variable conditions. Is
that so wrong to ask?
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Digging deeper into the North America Cup & Mohawk card
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
What a difference a week makes.
Just think, in last week’s North America
Cup eliminations the fields could not have
been any more lopsided. Two 1-20 favorites
emerged victorious and one 3-10 play gave the
public some anxious moments but recovered
in time to get the job done.
A week later the three will be side by side
in a race for $1 million (CAD).
What could be gleaned from last week’s
trials may depend on how deeply you wish
to look at each performance. Since they are
going for seven figures this week, I would
suggest it’s worth digging in.
Firstly, when Downbytheseaside crossed
the wire in his elimination he was well clear
of his rivals and under some encouragement.
At the time there appeared to be a headwind
issue that perhaps was slowing the last quarters. That seemed to be the easiest way to
explain away a lackluster finish to Downbytheseaside’s mile. Less encouraging was the
fact that driver David Miller had no trouble
revealing afterwards that it wasn’t the “best”
performance he’s seen by the horse.
Later this week Miller elected to hop off
Downbytheseaside and choose stablemate Fear
The Dragon as his Final mount. Miller, who
last year won the Cup for the first time with
Betting Line, obviously feels his best chance to
repeat is not with Downbytheseaside.
What’s challenging when assessing Downbytheseaside for this week’s race is the fact
that here’s a horse that has won all four of his
starts this year yet more than likely will only
be third choice in the field of 10, making you
wonder, is this the same horse that culminated a brilliant freshman campaign with
a Governor’s Cup victory over sure-to-be
North America Cup favorite Huntsville?
If there are positives for Downbytheseaside, and I believe there are, the first
that comes to mind is that last week was the
first time this year he’s reached three quarters in sub 1:22 territory. Rated fractions
are unlikely in a race of this magnitude and
this son of Somebeachsomewhere may have
simply needed to shake some of the rust off
from three previous races where he was not
significantly tested. The addition of Brian
Sears could make him the “value” play of the
night.
Huntsville was indeed the fastest of the
three elimination winners and looked
almost as good as he did in his PaSS victory
at Harrah’s on June 1. A big and obviously
powerful colt, Huntsville doesn’t always
get through the turns smoothly and this
past Saturday he didn’t keep a very straight
course in the stretch. At the same time, he
did pace a sub-54 final half without appear-
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Dealt A Winner pulled off an upset in the 2015 Cane Pace and Jay Bergman is looking
for a repeat in the Mohawk Gold Cup on Saturday.
ing to work up much of a sweat.
Huntsville’s lone defeat this year came at
the hooves of Fear The Dragon in a Pennsylvania Sire Stakes race where the latter made
a ferocious move on the backstretch and
simply outpaced his rival. It’s hard to put too
much weight into that race since it appeared
that Huntsville labored some on the turns
that night and that may have been a greater
factor in his decisive defeat. Judging from
last week’s miles, Huntsville doesn’t figure to
be more than two lengths behind any horse at
the wire on Saturday.
Fear The Dragon’s explosive speed was on
display again last Saturday and my opinion
is that he was going to pace in 1:49 had he not
seen a discarded head number in mid-stretch.
That he was able to catch pacing again before
the wire is significant since he may not have
reached the final if he remained on a gallop.
Unlike Huntsville and Downbytheseaside,
Fear The Dragon has not been a regular
front-end horse, appearing to prefer the off
the pace or quick brush route to victory.
Depending on which side of the fence you’re
on, that lack of front-end racing may prove to
be his edge should the race become contentious with others doing the work. Driver
Dave Miller did have a long way to come off
big fractions in last year’s contest but he was
able to coax Betting Line to victory.
In addition to the three elimination
winners, there are four other Pennsylvaniasired horses in the final. From a handicapping perspective it’s hard to recommend that
any of the other four will have any better
chances defeating the top ones in Ontario
than they did in Pennsylvania.
The most improved horse last week was
Classic Pro. The son of Shadow Play had
made two breaks before the start in a span
of three days entering the Cup trials yet was
extremely alert leaving in the Huntsville
mile and also showed the capacity to finish
with high speed.
While many of the stakes at Mohawk
on Saturday appear to be leaning towards

the chalk, the $100,000 Mohawk Gold Cup,
an invitational, looks to be a race where
anything is possible and an upset could be in
the cards.
The cards we’re reading suggest that Dealt
A Winner, also picking up Brian Sears, may
be ready to show his hand after some needed
work in New Jersey. The now 5-year-old was
made famous for defeating Wiggle It Jiggleit
in the Cane Pace at The Meadowlands in 2015.
On paper last year looks like a down one for
the son of Cam’s Card Shark as he won just
two times in 16 starts. That’s why you have
to look past the paper and look at the competition. Dealt A Winner was in with a great
group of horses and he wasn’t that far behind.
As a matter of record he was actually a hardclosing third in last year’s Canadian Pacing
Derby at Mohawk, finishing behind Wiggle It
Jiggleit and world champion and Horse of the
Year Always B Miki.
The good part for Dealt A Winner is that
Wiggle It Jiggleit has yet to start in 2017 and
Always B Miki has found a better use for his
time away from the racetrack.
Dealt A Winner drew post five and that
could set up an ideal journey. He’ll be in with
some quality horses but none to date that
resemble the pair he couldn’t catch in the
2016 CPD.
Trainer Mark Silva is known for giving his
horses a good foundation and it appears his
willingness to ship north would be a good
indication Dealt A Winner is ready.
Returning to Mohawk is Dr J Hanover and
it will be interesting to see how the 4-year-old
responds to racing against all older foes.
The well-hyped Christen Me N has looked
good thus far since arriving on these shores
but will have to overcome post 10 in his firstever Canadian start.
Finally the most anticipated race other
than the Cup has to be the final of the Roses
Are Red where Christen Me N’s stablemate
Nike Franco N will take on Lady Shadow
and company in what should be a memorable
race.

Insider selections for the stakes on North America Cup night
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Hannelore Hanover
Caprice Hill
Charmed Life

Hannelore Hanover
Broadway Donna
Charmed Life

Hannelore Hanover
Charmed Life
Broadway Donna

Hannelore Hanover
Charmed Life
Broadway Donna

Broadway Donna
Hannelore Hanover
Charmed Life

$100,000
Gold Cup

Dealt A Winner
Mcwicked
Dr J Hanover

Dealt A Winner
Shamballa
Mcwicked

Always At My Place
Dealt A Winner
Dr J Hanover

Mcwicked
Great Vintage
Shamballa

Dealt A Winner
Dr J Hanover
Mcwicked

$440,000
fan hanover

Shes Watching
Idyllic Beach
Tequila Monday

Bettors Up
Idyllic Beach
Tequila Monday

Shes Watching
Tequila Monday
Idyllic Beach

Idyllic Beach
Tequila Monday
Agent Q

Idyllic Beach
Tequila Monday
Bettors Up

$251,000
goodtimes

Enterprise
Guardian Angel AS
International Moni

Shake It Off Lindy
Enterprise
International Moni

Enterprise
Shake It Off Lindy
Seven And Seven

Seven And Seven
Enterprise
Guardian Angel AS

Seven And Seven
Enterprise
International Moni

$365,000
roses are red

Lady Shadow
Nike Franco N
Frost Damage Blues

Nike Franco N
Lady Shadow
Wrangler Magic

Nike Franco N
Lady Shadow
Frost Damage Blues

Call Me Queen Be
Lady Shadow
Nike Franco N

Lady Shadow
Nike Franco N
Pure Country

Huntsville
Fear The Dragon
Classic Pro

Fear The Dragon
Huntsville
Ocean Colony

Fear The Dragon
Huntsville
Classic Pro

Huntsville
Fear The Dragon
Downbytheseaside

Fear The Dragon
Huntsville
Downbytheseaside

$253,000
armbro flight

$1,000,000
North America
Cup

Bill’s Man eyes Empire Breeders Classic win on the Hambo trail
By Derick Giwner
There are many roads which could lead
to the Hambletonian and Oaks on the first
Saturday in August. For some that path goes
through Vernon Downs on Sunday afternoon
as the track hosts a pair of Empire Breeders
Classic races for 3-year-old trotters of both
sexes.
Bill’s Man is one such Hambletonian eligible trying to utilize the $252,000 colt Final
as a springboard to even bigger races down
the road. The son of Credit winner, who has
started the year off with a pair of wins and
seconds in four starts for trainer John Butenschoen and driver Corey Callahan, displayed
flashes of brilliance with a 1:52 3/5 win at the
Red Mile as a rookie in 2016.
“He’s matured a lot,” said Callahan. “He
wants to race and he wants to win now.”
That wasn’t necessarily the case last year
as Bill’s Man made breaks way too often,

including in the William Wellwood and
Breeders Crown eliminations.
It was perhaps the memory of those breaks
that had Callahan allowing Bill’s Man to lose
ground on the final turn in his elimination
behind Stick With Me Kid before accelerating
in the stretch to pick up the win in 1:53 last
Friday (6/9) at Vernon.
“Brian (Sears, driving Stick With Me Kid)
started to trot away in the turn and while
my horse has been really good this year, last
year he made some breaks in the turns,” said
Callahan. “[Bill’s Man] is one of the fastest in
this group and I wanted to make sure we got
into the big race next week.”
While Bill’s Man is arguably the one to beat
on Sunday, Devious Man is certain to have a
say in the outcome. Perfect in two starts this
year and 9 for 14 in his career, the Andy and
Julie Miller charge will start one post outside
Bill’s Man in the six-hole with Andy in the
bike.

“The other one to beat is Andy’s horse,”
said Callahan. “I also really like Swell Chap,
who I finished second with in the elimination
last week. He’s a handy horse with a good attitude.”
Scheduled as race nine, the colt division
shares the spotlight with a $228,250 filly trot
featuring the undefeated-in-2017 Barn Bella.
Trained by Steven Pratt, Barn Bella has
been perfect in five starts and owns a spectacular 11 for 14 career record. The daughter
of Conway Hall should be a heavy favorite at
post time for the eighth race despite drawing
post nine. Jeff Gregory will be at the helm.
Looking to pull off the upset as the No. 1
contender is Celebrity Ruth. She has won two
straight for trainer Trond Smedshammer.
David Miller is listed to drive the daughter of
Archangel from post two.
The 13-race Vernon card on Sunday begins
at 1:05 p.m. and also features four New York
Sire Stakes races for 3-year-old pacing colts.

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Saturday, June 17
NORTHFIELD (6:00 P.M.)
Ohio Sire Stakes (Races 3 & 7)
Featuring: Rose Run Sydney (R3)

Mohawk (6:30 p.m.)
$1,000,000 North America Cup--3yoP--(Race 12)
Featuring: Downbytheseaside, Huntsville, Fear The Dragon
$440,000 Fan Hanover--3yoFP--(Race 9)
Featuring: Idyllic Beach, Tequila Monday
$365,000 Roses Are Red--MP--(Race 11)
Featuring: Lady Shadow, Nike Franco N, Pure Country
$253,000 Armbro Flight--MT--(Race 3)
Featuring: Hannelore Hanover, Broadway Donna

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the $100,000
Guaranteed Pick Four from Mohawk Saturday.

$251,000 Goodtimes--3yoT--(Race 10)
Featuring: Enterprise, International Moni

$252,000 Empire Breeders Classic--3yoCT--(Race 9)
Featuring: Bill’s Man, Swell Chap, Devious Man

$100,000 Mohawk Gold Cup--Invitational--(Race 5)
Featuring: Dr J Hanover, Mcwicked, Shamballa

NY Sire Stakes (Races 4, 5, 6 & 7)
Featuring: Brian J (R4), Serious Major (R5)

Sunday, June 18
vernon Downs (1:05 P.m.)
$228,250 Empire Breeders Classic--3yoFT--(Race 8)
Featuring: Barn Bella, Celebrity Ruth

pocono (7:30 P.M.)
Pennsylvania Sire Stakes--3yoFT--(Races 10 & 11)
Featuring: Treviso (R10)
(All post times are Eastern)

